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The Small Group Book May 06 2020 Get the most out of your small group with help
from the pastor of the largest small-group driven congregation in North America.
Making the Most of Small Groups Aug 01 2022 Tips and techniques for teachers to use
for teaching in small group situations.
Small Group Starter Kit Sep 09 2020 In this easy-to-use LifeGuide® Bible Study guide
Jeff Arnold provides you with everything you need for the first meetings of a small
group. Getting acquainted, setting expectations, studying Scripture--it's all here in a stepby-step format that will help you get started well.
16 Bible Studies for Your Small Group Sep 21 2021 If you're like most small-group
leaders, you often feel overwhelmed by the task of finding study material each and every
week. Former small-group pastor Ryan Lokkesmoe is here to help. This book has all you
need for 16 small-group meetings exploring the concept of biblical community. Each
study includes icebreaker questions, key Scripture passages, discussion questions about
the text, and a guide for leading your prayer time. This is the perfect tool for brand-new
small-group leaders or seasoned veterans looking for a turnkey approach! Let these
studies draw you and your group nearer to God and each other as they enhance your
understanding of his Word.
Leading Life-Changing Small Groups Feb 01 2020 Like nothing else, small groups
have the power to change lives. They are the ideal route to discipleship—a place where
the rubber of biblical truth meets the road of human relationships. However, church
leaders often feel at a loss when it comes to assessing the strengths and weaknesses of
group life in a church, and they struggle with understanding and solving the root causes
of problems. Group Life resources provide in ebook format the practical tools and
training resources needed to develop life-changing small group leaders, coaches to
shepherd group leaders, and ultimately, a thriving church-wide small group ministry.
These resources include the updated and revised versions of the best-selling Leading
Life-Changing Small Groups and Coaching Life-Changing Small Group Leaders, the new
Building a Life-Changing Small Group Ministry and the supplemental Group Life
Training DVD. Appropriate for individual or group study, the books function as manuals
and workbooks that teach and allow readers to process and record information as they
learn. Downloadable web-based vision clips and supplemental videos in the DVD help
readers explore and discuss topics further. Group Life Resources conveniently integrate
with the ReGroupTM curriculum, giving trainers the option to use them together. The

updated and revised third edition of Bill Donahue’s best-selling Leading Life-Changing
Small Groups will help church leaders prepare small group leaders who can successfully
facilitate gatherings and shepherd group participants.
What Are You Grouping For?, Grades 3-8 Dec 01 2019 Intermediate grade readers
don’t need to be guided as much as they need to be engaged—and authors Julie Wright
and Barry Hoonan have solutions for doing just that using small groups. You’ll get
practical tools, classroom examples, and actionable steps essential for starting, sustaining,
and mastering the management of small groups. This book explains the five teacher
moves that work together to support students’ reading independence through small group
learning—kidwatching, pivoting, assessing, curating, and planning—and provides
examples to guide you and your students toward success. This resource will empower you
with tools to ensure that readers are doing the reading, thinking, and doing—not you.
Building a Church of Small Groups Oct 11 2020 Church Should Be the Last Place
Where Anyone Stands Alone Our hearts were made for deep, authentic relationships. For
community. And like nothing else, small groups provide the kind of life-giving
community that builds and empowers the body of Christ and impacts the world. At
Willow Creek Community Church, small groups are so important that they define the
core organizational strategy. Willow Creek has gone from being a church with small
groups to being a church of small groups. Sharing insights from that transition, its two
chief architects tell how your church---whatever its size and circumstances---can become
a place where people of all ages can experience powerful, transforming community. Part
one presents the theological, sociological, and organizational underpinnings of small
groups. You'll discover why they are so vital to church health. Part two moves you from
vision to practice. Part three shows you how to identify, recruit, train, and support group
leaders. And part four helps you deal with the critical process of change as your church
develops its small group ministry. 'Bill Donahue and Russ Robinson have not just thought
and read and talked about community. They have rolled up their sleeves and devoted their
vocational lives to figuring out how to actually help make it happen with real-life people
in a real-life church.' ---John Ortberg, author, If You Want to Walk on Water, Get Out of
the Boat
Small Groups with Purpose Sep 02 2022 Over the past fifteen years, small groups have
become a vital way to build community in large churches. Nowhere has this been more
apparent than at Saddleback Church. Now Steve Gladen, pastor of small groups at
Saddleback, shares the secrets of that ministry's incredible success in creating small
groups with purpose. This practical book walks church leaders through the questions they
need to answer to develop their own intentional small group strategy. Built around the
most commonly asked questions, Small Groups with Purpose outlines the step-by-step
process of creating a successful small group ministry. Because it is built upon principles
and not methods, this plan can be implemented in any size church. Each chapter ends
with a list of questions for readers to answer to help them assess their current situation
and their desires for the future. Personal stories, Scripture, and examples ground the
discussion and show the system in action. Pastors and small group leaders will find this
book instrumental in making small groups work in their churches.
When Helping Hurts Jun 26 2019 When Helping Hurts is a paradigm-forming

contemporary classic on the subject of poverty alleviation and has over 300,000 copies in
print. Now there is a stand-alone resource to introduce this paradigm in an accessible
way. Rather than simply looking at economics, it looks at the poverty of relationships
between man and God, man and man, man and creation, and man and self. Utilizing free,
online video lessons set both in Africa and the United States, the Small Group Experience
is the ideal resource for small groups, Sunday school classes, parachurch and non-profit
ministries, ministry training, and even individuals. In six lessons, the concepts of When
Helping Hurts are brought to the reader in a format that is perfect for training, discussion,
and application. It is an ideal introduction to life-changing ideas and offers the perfect
context for engagement. The videos provide expert instruction, and the Small Group
Experience provides questions and prompts for conversation, deeper learning, and taking
action.
Small-Group Cultures Apr 04 2020 Small-Group Cultures examines the issues that stems
from the concepts of society and culture. The title provides an in-depth analysis of smallgroup association with culture. The text first provides a comparative study between
experimental and natural small-groups. Next, the selection tackles the natural small-group
culture. The next chapter deals with the experimental small-group cultures. The fourth
chapter examines small-groups and small-group cultures from both experimental and
ethnographic perspectives. In the last chapter, the text talks about indoor-outdoor
anthropology. The book will be of great interest to sociologists, anthropologists, and
psychologists.
Help! I'm a Small-Group Leader! Mar 16 2021 So you're leading a small group? Your
small group can accomplish big things in the lives of your teenagers. And in Help! I'm a
Small-Group Leader! you'll find methods and approaches you can use. Foibles and
minefields to avoid. Solutions and tips that will help you nurture your small group into a
growing community, whatever you goals. Inside you'll discover -- How to put small
groups together - How NOT to lead a small group - How to start a discussion -- and
KEEP IT GOING - How to ASK QUESTIONS that get responses - Three kinds of
BIBLE STUDY questions to ask - How to work with DIFFERENT personalities in a
small group - How to help you kids LEARN TO PRAY - 10 ideas for BUILDING
COMMUNITY in your small group . . . and to top it off are 20 pages of questions (100
questions, to be exact) that you can use in your small group Bible study, on the most
common subjects discussed in junior and senior high small groups. All this in a no-frills,
straight-to-the-point style -- perfect for volunteer small-group leaders, or for youth
pastors or youth directors to lead their staffs through.
Prayer Works Jul 08 2020
Building a Life-Changing Small Group Ministry May 30 2022 Like nothing else, small
groups have the power to change lives. They are the ideal route to discipleship—a place
where the rubber of biblical truth meets the road of human relationships. However,
church leaders often feel at a loss when it comes to assessing the strengths and
weaknesses of group life in a church, and they struggle with understanding and solving
the root causes of problems. Group Life resources provide, in ebook format, the practical
tools and training resources needed to develop life-changing small group leaders, coaches
to shepherd group leaders, and ultimately, a thriving church-wide small group ministry.

These resources include the updated and revised versions of the best-selling Leading
Life-Changing Small Groups and Coaching Life-Changing Small Group Leaders, the new
Building a Life-Changing Small Group Ministry and the supplemental Group Life
Training DVD. Appropriate for individual or group study, the books function as manuals
and workbooks that teach and allow readers to process and record information as they
learn. Downloadable web-based vision clips and supplemental videos in the DVD help
readers explore and discuss topics further. Group Life Resources conveniently integrate
with the ReGroupTM curriculum, giving trainers the option to use them together. Bill
Donahue and Russ Robinson’s Building a Life-Changing Small Group Ministry presents
a broad introduction for pastors and point leaders to use as they navigate through the
process of establish-ing and developing independent groups or a church-wide ministry of
small groups.
Small Groups Mar 04 2020 Research on small groups is highly diverse because
investigators who study such groups vary in their disciplinary identifications, theoretical
interests, and methodological preferences. The goal of this volume is to capture that
diversity, and thereby convey the breadth and excitement of small group research by
acquainting students with work on five fundamental aspects of groups. The volume also
includes an introductory chapter by the editors which provides an overview of the history
of and current state-of-the-art in the field. Together with introductions to each section,
discussion questions and suggestions for further reading, make the volume ideal reading
for senior undergraduate and graduate students interested in group dynamics.
Planning Small Groups with Purpose Aug 21 2021 Small groups are a great way to
promote the spiritual formation of church attendees. But leading them well can be hard
work, especially if you don't have a plan. This practical resource helps pastors and small
group point people develop and implement a 12- to 18-month strategic plan for their
ministries in order to keep it healthy and growing. Developed at Saddleback Church, this
completely customizable plan works for any church size and any denomination. Readers
answer 22 questions that help them understand their vision, the purpose of their ministry,
and how to connect members, grow numerically and spiritually, measure progress,
develop leaders, create opportunities to serve, and much more. By the time they're done,
readers will have developed their own personalized planner for the next year to 18
months so that they can feel prepared, confident, and purposeful about their small group
ministry.
The Seven Deadly Sins of Small Group Ministry Jan 14 2021 Assessment and solution for
seven commonobstacles to building small groups.It’s one thing to start a small group
ministry. It’s another tokeep the groups in your church healthy and headed in thesame
direction. Whatever your church’s approach maybe—whether it is a church with groups
or of groups—sooner or later, as a leader, you’ll need to do sometroubleshooting. That’s
when the expert, to-the-pointguidance in this book will prove its worth.The beauty of this
book lies in its unique diagnosticprocess. It allows you to assess, diagnose, and
correctseven common “deadly sins” that can drain the life fromyour church’s small group
ministry.In The Seven Deadly Sins of Small Group Ministry, whatwould take you years
to learn through trial and error isdistilled into some of the most useful information you
canfind. Drawing on the knowledge they’ve gleaned fromworking inside Willow Creek

Community Church, fromconsulting with hundreds of churches, and fromconducting
conferences and seminars worldwide, smallgroup experts Bill Donahue and Russ
Robinson furnishyou with proven, real-life solutions to the toughestproblems in your
small group ministry. This is not theory—it is hands-on material you can read and apply
today.
Creating Community, Revised & Updated Edition Nov 11 2020 Five keys to building
a small group culture that fosters meaningful, lasting connections within your church
community. Small groups are the key to impacting lives in your church. But a healthy
small-group environment doesn’t just happen. So pull up a chair. Let’s talk about how to
make it happen. Bill Willits and bestselling author Andy Stanley share their successful
approach, which has resulted in nearly eight thousand adults becoming involved in small
groups at North Point Community Church in Atlanta. Simply put, the five principles have
passed the test. This is not just another book about community; this is a book about
strategy—strategy that builds a small group culture. Creating Community shares clear
and simple principles to help people connect into meaningful relationships. The kind that
God desires for each of us and that He uses to change our lives. Put this proven method to
work in your ministry and enjoy the tangible results—God’s people doing life
TOGETHER. “The small-group program at North Point Community Church is not an
appendage; it is not a program we tacked on to an existing structure. It is part of our
lifestyle. We think groups. We organize groups. We are driven by groups. Creating
Community contains our blueprint for success. And I believe it has the potential power to
revolutionize your own small-group ministry!” — Andy Stanley
Small Groups for the Rest of Us Dec 25 2021 Most churches in America struggle to
have a significant percentage of their adult attendance in small groups. According to
recent research done by Lifeway Research, only “33 percent of churchgoers attend
classes or groups for adults (such as Sunday school, Bible study, small groups, or Adult
Bible Fellowships) four or more times in a typical month. Fourteen percent attend two or
three times a month.” Life transformation happens best within the context of community,
so if a church is going to be intentional about discipleship they have to develop on-ramps
to small groups that reach people on the fringes and beyond. If we continue to offer small
groups to the normal church attenders, a majority of the people who show up to church
are never reached. Pastors, church staff and small group leaders are trying to figure out
how to make small groups work in their church and they don't know how.Small Groups
For The Rest Of Us gives them practical, proven strategies on moving people from the
fringes into biblically based communities.
Small Group Bible Studies Jun 06 2020
Leading Small Groups That Thrive Jun 30 2022 Nearly every church is trying to help
their congregants build relationships with others, grow as disciples, and/or engage in
meaningful service through small groups. Many have argued that these small groups are
the preferred vehicle for relationship building, disciple making, and membership
assimilation in the local church, especially in large, multisite churches. Leading Small
Groups That Thrive shows small group leaders, step by step, how to plan for, launch,
build, sustain, and multiply highly effective, transformational, healthy small group
experiences where people grow spiritually together. Based on a large-scale research study

of small group pastors, leaders, and members, Leading Small Groups That Thrive gives
church leaders both what they want--practical, straightforward, actual small group
member voices and experiences, and compelling guidance on how to build
transformational groups complemented with real-life examples and data of successful
small groups--and what they need--substantial, challenging insights and a data-driven
model grounded in the latest research on church small groups.
Transformational Groups Sep 29 2019 God declared through the Apostle Paul that the
church would be a place of transformation. In 2 Corinthians 5:17 we find, Therefore, if
anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; old things have passed away, and look, new
things have come. Despite this, the church seems increasingly to be a place where
transformation fails to occur. Surveying the landscape, however, there are some bright
spots where churches are faithfully producing transformed disciples. Furthermore, as
shown in Scripture and supported by new research, God designed such transformation to
often happen in the context of smaller groups of people. But what characteristics are true
of churches that are making transformed disciples through group-based ministry-whether
small groups, missional communities, Sunday school, or some other expression of
groups? In Transformational Groups, Ed Stetzer and Eric Geiger have created a new
scorecard that will provide a map to transformational success for your church's groups
ministry. Using data from the largest survey of pastors and laypersons ever done on the
condition of groups in the church, they define a simple process to lead your groups from
where they are to where God wants them to be.
The Big Book on Small Groups Feb 12 2021 What's so big about small groups? With
proven results in drawing people into community and helping them grow to maturity in
Christ, small groups have established themselves as a crucial ministry of the church to its
members and its mission field. But whether leading a small group, coaching small group
leaders or implementing a church wide ministry, you need vision, knowledge and skill to
minister effectively through small groups. Jeffrey Arnold knows the pressures of small
group ministry, but he has also seen the power of small groups in many ministry settings.
In this revised edition of The Big Book on Small Groups, he breaks down small groups so
that you can see them from all angles. The first four chapters focus on the structure and
benefits of a small group ministry. Further chapters explore the basics of Christian
community--prayer, worship, Bible study, outreach and mission, as well as how to
multiply groups. Resources for further reading, ideas for coaches and trainers, and
curriculum to photocopy for small group sessions are also included. A constant
companion throughout your small group ministry, The Big Book on Small Groups will
give you the basics to get you going--and the support and nurture you need to make small
groups effective as a strategy for outreach and discipleship.
Simple Small Groups Nov 04 2022 Over the past two decades, small groups have gone
from spontaneous gatherings among friends to a major and elaborate phenomenon in the
church. Many evangelical churches have some form of small groups ministry in place.
But there's just one problem, says Bill Search--what started as a simple get-together has
become a complicated process, especially for small group leaders. They are often not sure
what is expected of them or what to expect from their groups as a result of their efforts. In
Simple Small Groups, Search lays out the three C's of small groups--connecting,

changing, and cultivating. This paradigm helps to simplify leading small groups in a way
that is helpful, rewarding, and life changing. Unlike many other books geared toward
small group leaders, Simple Small Groups does not require a church-wide adoption of an
intricately designed system of assimilation, making it useful to any small group leader
looking for guidance.
Making Small Groups Work Nov 23 2021 This book by two well-known psychologists
provides small-group leaders with valuable guidance and information on how they can
help their groups to grow spiritually, emotionally, and relationally. In addition to
describing what makes small groups work, this book explains the roles and
responsibilities of both leaders and group members.
Teaching Writing in Small Groups Jul 28 2019
Successful Small Groups Jul 20 2021 In Matthew 28:18-20 Jesus makes the mission of
the church abundantly clear: "Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations . . ." But
how do you reach a twenty-first-century society filled with diverse backgrounds and
varying levels of religious interest? And how can you expect to grow the body of Christ
when only half of your own congregation regularly attends services? The answer may be
simpler than you think: involve and empower the laity in small group ministry. Kurt W.
Johnson not only provides the tools for organizing and leading successful small groups,
but also explores the biblical and historical foundations for small group ministry. In this
practical guide Johnson illustrates the proven effectiveness that small groups have for
both nurturing the spirituality of current church members and leading friends, neighbors,
coworkers, and others to a saving relationship with Christ. Do you want to fulfill Jesus'
Great Commission? Discover how you and your church can c
Small Group Idea Book Oct 03 2022 This revised and expanded resource, edited by
Cindy Bunch, offers hundreds of field-tested activities to help leaders develop healthy
and vibrant small group life that includes community, worship and prayer, study and
nurture, outreach, and fun.
Small Group Leaders' Handbook May 18 2021 What do we mean when we talk about
small groups? And more importantly: what do we expect to happen when people gather in
this way? The small group that wrote this book—made up of current and former campus
ministry professionals with InterVarsity Christian Fellowship—explores these questions
and gives you everything you need to know about small groups, including foundations,
key components, life stages, planning, communication, conflict, leadership and more!
Small Groups with Purpose Aug 09 2020 This practical book walks church leadership
through the questions they need to answer to develop their own intentional small group
strategy. Built around the most commonly asked questions, it outlines the step-by-step
process of creating a successful small group ministry. Because it is built upon principles
and not methods, this plan can be implemented in any size church. Each chapter ends
with a list of questions for leaders to answer to help them assess their current situation
and their desires for the future.
The Essential Guide for Small Group Leaders Jun 18 2021 Most small-group leaders
don't have time to read a book on small groups. Most barely have time to lead a group,
much less explore the ins and outs of group ministry. They just want to know how to lead
their group well! In this book, you'll find simple, clear answers presented in quick lists so

you can easily find what you need.
Community Jan 26 2022 Community within the church today is hemorrhaging. Attention
spans are dwindling, noise levels are increasing, and we can't seem to find time for real
relationships. The answer to such social fragmentation can be found in small groups, and
yet the majority of small groups—at least in the traditional sense—are often not the
intentional, transformational community we really want and need. Somehow we need to
get our groups off life support and into authentic community. Pastor Brad House helps us
to re-imagine what gospel-centered community looks like and shares from his experience
leading and reproducing healthy small groups. With wisdom and candor, House
challenges us to think carefully about our own groups and to take steps toward cultivating
communities that are able to glorify Jesus, bless one another, and participate in the
mission of God.
Activate Jan 02 2020 Church leaders want to know how to make their small groups work.
Drawing from the startling success of small groups at The Journey Church, Nelson
Searcy and Kerrick Thomas debunk the myths, set the record straight, and show how
church leaders can implement a healthy small group ministry that gets the maximum
number of people involved and solves many of the important problems facing churches of
all sizes. These practical strategies will produce life-changing results.
Leading Small Groups Apr 28 2022 Leading a small group can literally change the world.
We have been commissioned to make disciples who make disciples, and Jesus showed us
that the best way to carry that out is through small groups of believers. Just like the firstcentury church, small groups form the foundation to take the gospel to the ends of the
earth. Chris Surratt, Discipleship and Small Groups Specialist for LifeWay Christian
Resources, and author of Small Groups for the Rest of Us, wants to help you get from
here to there. Regardless of whether you have never lead a small group or have been
leading one for years, all of us want to know how to create environments where spiritual
growth takes place and communities are changed. Leading Small Groups walks the reader
through the stages of gathering, launching, leading, and multiplying a gospel-centered
small group. There are also follow-up questions for discussion and reflection at the end of
each section, and practical resources that can be implemented immediately by the small
group leader. Jesus left his followers with a task—the Great Commission. This book will
help small group leaders and churches in their obedience to this task.
Walking the Small Group Tightrope Oct 30 2019 At last there is a proven resource from
Willow Creek created specifically for small group leaders, those who serve in the
trenches of small group life and ministry.
Instant Small Group Feb 24 2022 It's been a crazy day at work, the house is a mess, and
you have nothing in the refrigerator--and you're hosting your small group tonight. How
can you possibly get a lesson ready in the midst of your chaotic life? Easy. Just open
Instant Small Group. This no-preparation-required teaching resource provides a year's
worth of engaging, transforming, and easy-to-lead discussion guides for adult small
groups. All 52 studies are "open and go" for those who, for whatever reason, don't have
the time or energy to prepare. They can be used by anyone in the group--not just the
leader--and are perfect for road trips, retreats, coffeehouse conversations, or even as
personal devotionals. Bonus callouts with discussion-specific teaching tips, brief Bible

background information, and add-on ideas are included, as well as an appendix titled "20
Tips for Dynamic Discussions."
Small Group and Team Communication Aug 28 2019 Much of contemporary
communication occurs between and among small groups, whether in person in a work
setting or on the Internet via email, Facebook, or instant messages. How we engage in our
small-group communication in each medium matters. To be effective we have to consider
our group roles, norms, cohesion, process, and phases of development, as well as our
personal verbal and nonverbal communication and listening styles. To succeed as a
member of a team, we need to consider the limits of our personal experience and
perspective, recognize the creative strength of diverse perspectives in decision making
and problem solving, develop our conflict-management skills, and strengthen our
leadership skills. To be successful necessitates an understanding of group process,
participation style, ethical group behavior, and the influences of the medium. Small
Group and Team Communication explores all these different interconnections and the
communication strategies we use in our work and social groups. The authors use the
systems perspective as their core approach throughout the text, treating small groups as
complex open systems reliant upon communication to achieve success. Many chapters
highlight the importance of considering ethics and diversity in relation to a variety of
topics. Harris and Sherblom address the growing influence of computer-mediated
communication to this discipline. Real-world, applied examples show students that what
they’re learning aren’t simply abstract concepts, but knowledge that will serve them
outside the classroom.
Leading Small Groups with Purpose Apr 16 2021 "Steve Gladen, pastor of small
groups at Saddleback Church for more than a decade, takes you step-by-step toward a
healthy, dynamic group with focus and purpose. For the new small group leader, the
seasoned leader who feels their small group lacks purpose, or the leader who is itching to
move their small group to the next level, Leading Small Groups with Purpose is the road
map to follow. Every chapter includes ideas that you can implement immediately, as well
as ways to shape your small group over time. With Gladen's expert help, you will define
success clearly, develop a personal leadership plan, invite members into your group, and
help members fulfill the Great Commission and the Great Commandment." -- Publisher
description.
Simply Small Groups Dec 13 2020 "Simply Small Groups will show the basics that
teachers need to know in order to teach effectively in a small group setting, regardless of
whether that is in a traditional classroom, in a virtual classroom, or a combination of the
two. The focus here is on assessing students' assets and challenges, and understanding
how to teach them in a small-group setting to help them progress as readers"-Why Small Groups? Oct 23 2021 Do you want to get on the fast track to Christian
maturity? Small groups provide the ideal context for working out our salvation together.
Whether you attend a small group or lead one, this book will raise your vision and inspire
you to excel in the areas of service to which God has called you. And if you don't attend a
small group? All the more reason you may want to read Why Small Groups? and let it
change your life. The authors are all pastors from various Sovereign Grace Ministries
churches.

99 Thoughts for Small Group Leaders Mar 28 2022 Insights, tips, and suggestions for
small group of leaders. When put into play, these bite-sized, consumable pieces of
wisdom help leaders "knock it out of the park" and set them up to win.
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